Sereniti Rubber Flooring™ - Durability & Design.
Quiet. Comfortable. PVC Free.
September 2017 - Expanko Resilient Flooring, a brand of the Stonhard Group, brings more commercial
flooring products to more markets. Sereniti Rubber Flooring™ has exceptional sound absorption, is
comfortable underfoot and is a healthy option. It’s versatile too -- available in tile, sheet and stair tread
configurations. It’s extremely durable surface, along with extensive design options makes it an ideal floor
solution for healthcare, education, hospitality, senior living, retail, transportation, museums and libraries.

“Sereniti Rubber Flooring was introduced in response to the market’s demand for a versatile flooring
solution with the durability needed for heavy commercial traffic,” said Randy Gillespie, Senior Vice
President of Sales and Marketing. “The goal was to offer a product that can resist stains, sustain spills,
heavy usage and wear and tear, but also allow for comfort and quiet under foot, particularly within the
healthcare and education markets.”

With testing and certifications like stain, slip, wear, smoke, fire, antimicrobial and antifungal resistance,
FloorScore Certification, PVC free, low VOC emissions, excellent acoustical performance and a 10-year
commercial warranty, Sereniti Rubber Flooring is the perfect solution for almost any project.

Available in wide range of colors, patterns, profiles and accessories, Sereniti Rubber Flooring delivers the
design options without sacrificing performance. Tile collections are available in both 18” x 18” nominal
and 36” x 36” nominal formats. For a more seamless option, the Coastal Sheet collection is available in 60”
x 50’ nominal rolls. Regular and One-Piece Stair Treads with and without ADA compliant Visually Impaired
Safety Strips are also offered to complete the line.

Sereniti Rubber Flooring will be featured at NeoCon East Philadelphia this year, November 15-16, Booth
#725.
For more details, samples and/or pricing call 800.345.6202 or visit www.expanko.com.
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